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      "There is ample talk about conducting districtwide reform in our schools and board rooms today. However, this is the first opportunity that I have had to read about a research-based and clearly defined recipe for actually making and sustaining those elusive changes in our classrooms. Bravo to the authors for breaking this down for us!"




  
          Sheila Gragg, Technology Integration Coach, Professional Developer




              


    
      



 


 
      "While reading this book, I envisioned a classroom and school with students who love learning and are able to apply what they learn to real-world situations. I see a collaborative staff focused not on the outcome of a test, but the realization of the potential in each and every student."




  
          Patti Grammens, Eight-Grade Science Teacher and Department Chair




              


    
      



 


 
      "A straightforward and succinct account of how to meet the needs of all students, from the educators who are 'walking the talk and talking the walk.' From school board member to classroom teacher to student to parent to legislator, the authors spell out what it takes to make sure all students achieve."




  
          Kathy J. Grover, Assistant Superintendent, Curriculum & Instruction




              


    
      



 


 
      "This is an up-to-date catalogue of best practices for achieving sustained student improvement. It is hopeful and forward-thinking. This book will give you food for thought as well as some concrete steps to reach your goal of sustained student improvement. It’s all about instruction and shared practice."




  
          Patricia Long Tucker, Regional Superintendent




              


    
      



 


 
      "Realization explores the nature and dimensions of significant districtwide reform for sustained school improvement. It is a deeply grounded and perceptive account for all those involved in school leadership and in school and district policy reform. A must-read for education reformers."




  
          Brent Davies, Professor




              


    
      



 


 
      "Large-scale reform is both seductive and elusive. The promise of systemwide improvement has resulted in many false dawns where change has not been substantial or sustained. In Realization, Lyn Sharratt and Michael Fullan provide a model of districtwide change that is grounded in reality. The model is compelling because it works. Those seeking a robust and transferable model of systemwide reform need look no further."




  
          Alma Harris, Professor




              


    
      



 


 
      "What a breath of fresh air Realization is! Those of us who work in that part of the educational vineyard known as large-scale reform will instantly recognize the authenticity, strategic clarity, and wisdom of the story that Lyn Sharratt and Michael Fullan tell in this book. As they so cogently point out, ‘The real journey begins when learning becomes the work.’"




  
          David Hopkins, Professor Emeritus, Institute of Education, University of London




              


    
      



 


 
      "Sharratt and Fullan are an educational dream team! The combination of Sharratt’s keen observations from her battle-tested district leadership experience and Fullan’s astute perspectives on the essential challenges of systemic reform produce fresh insights into the most difficult, yet most central challenges facing local education reformers today. Together the authors generate important new knowledge of how to sustain and deepen districtwide instructional reform beyond the first generation."




  
          Jonathan Supovitz, Associate Professor, University of Pennsylvania




              


    
      



 


 
      “Realization is steeped in novel conceptual and practical insights into the realities of systemic improvement over time. Sharratt and Fullan offer a new and deeper understanding of system capacity building as they vividly capture the multifaceted nature of coherent professional work that results in attainable, sustainable districtwide change in teaching and learning.”




  
          Steve Anderson, Professor




              


    
      



 


 
      "I could not put this book down. Sharratt and Fullan have very clearly articulated what a sustained literacy focus can accomplish, but they also recognize the need to take it further—hence the introduction of the 14th parameter. The book reinforced and rejuvenated me in my efforts to persist with the 13 parameters in my school."




  
          Rashmi Swarup, Principal
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

	The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

	SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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